
UNDERSTANDING THE BROKEN WINDOW THEORY AND ITS

APPLICATIONS

Broken windows theory, academic theory that links disorder and incivility within a Their theory links disorder and incivility
within a community to subsequent Perhaps the most notable application of the theory was in New York City under.

Reimagining broken windows: From theory to policy. Their theory links disorder and incivility within a
community to subsequent occurrences of serious crime. Precursor experiments[ edit ] Before the introduction
of this theory by Wilson and Kelling, Philip Zimbardo , a Stanford psychologist, arranged an experiment
testing the broken-window theory in  In each experiment, there was a "disorder" condition in which violations
of social norms as prescribed by signage or national custom, such as graffiti and littering, were clearly visible
as well as a control condition where no violations of norms had taken place. Those residents still live with
danger as a daily reality. Ridding spaces like downtown New York and Chicago, notably notorious for
criminal activity, of danger would draw in investment from consumers, increasing the city's economic status,
providing a safe and pleasant image for present and future inhabitants. Force is rarely used during New York
City arrests. Overt monitoring of the physical environment, such as through surveillance cameras, also
contributes to the reduction of disorder and crime. In the , misdemeanor arrests made in the first half of ,
police used force 2, times, or 1. Even though this theory is criminological, it has diverse possible applications
in the business world. Police support for community problem-solving and broken windows policing. Unlike
SQF, Broken Windows policing is not a tactical response based on reasonable suspicion of possible
criminality. Democratic citizens are expected to govern themselves, and they share with police the
responsibility to prevent crime and maintain order. But the NYPD believes that it will be possible, using more
targeted stops and other policies, including Broken Windows, to keep the crime rate from rising and even push
it lower. This cannot be just a matter of testimonials or slogans from NYPD leaders. Just as important, NYPD
patrol officers manage street conditions daily, with police presence and quality-of-life enforcement, to keep
crime-fostering conditions from taking hold. Rather, some specific disorderly acts were linked to some
specific crimes. Wilson, George Kelling wrote the seminal article on Broken Windows , published in the
Atlantic, and has served widely as an advisor to police departments, transit authorities, and other urban
entities. And normal was 2, murders, , robberies, and , auto thefts, and the ever-present sense of danger.
Contrary to conventional wisdom, citizens almost invariably are more concerned about disorderly behavior
than about major crimes, which they experience far less frequently. The Broken Windows theory is a
criminological framework for understanding human behavioral effects of the physical environment, especially
with regard to policing communities for disorderly conduct, delinquency, and crime. As Robert Peel argued
more than years ago, it is the job of police to help communities establish and maintain order so that people can
live free from intimidation. If the middle class moves out and the poor stay, the neighbourhood will inevitably
become economically disadvantaged. Force was also reported in only 0. This article may not be reproduced,
mirrored, or distributed without written permission from Rancord Society. William J. For example, Business
managers could implement the theory in spaces where they transact or interact with suppliers and third-party
service providers. Wilson, who in wrote in The Atlantic that the best way to counter surging crime levels in
American cities is to create order in public spaces. Thus, one problem may be that police departments are not
really using broken windows policing when they claim to be. Only recidivists, including chronic fare evaders,
wind up arrested. They offer services including safe-haven beds, mental health counseling, and medical care.
For example, in the Braga et al. To validate the theory in its entirety, it must be shown that disorder causes
fear, that fear causes a breakdown of social controls sometimes referred to as community cohesion , and that
this breakdown of social controls in turn causes crime. Lott's book has been subject to criticism , but other
groups support Lott's conclusions. These figures highlight how anomalous the use of force was in the Garner
case. Kelling, G. The study noted that crime cannot be the result of disorder if the two are identical, agreed
that disorder provided evidence of "convergent validity" and concluded that broken windows theory
misinterprets the relationship between disorder and crime. This withdrawal from the community weakens
social controls that previously kept criminals in check. In each case, multiple high-crime areas of the city were
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identified and randomly assigned to experimental and control conditions. The theory is often associated with
the case of Illinois v.


